The Leading Diagramming Solution for Atlassian Teams

Gliffy Diagrams for

Confluence  Jira Software

Visualize Complex Processes and Structures:
Quickly capture and clarify ideas or existing documentation with the ability to make:

• Business Process Models
• Flowcharts
• Network Diagrams
• UML Diagrams
• Entity-Relationship Diagrams
• Cloud Architecture Diagrams
  ◦ AWS Architecture
  ◦ GCP Architecture
  ◦ Microsoft Azure Architecture

The First Cloud-Fortified Diagramming App
Gliffy Diagrams for Confluence Cloud was the first app to receive Atlassian’s Cloud Fortified standards for security, scalability, and reliability. This builds off over 15 years of collaboration and integration with the Atlassian Ecosystem.

Build Interactive Diagrams with Links & Layer Linking
It’s easy to add links to other Confluence pages, Jira issues, or external resources within your diagrams. Or, take your diagrams to the next level with our unique layer linking feature, which allows viewers to reveal layers of your diagram to get the right amount of context.

Gliffy Scales with Your Team
Align your team around a powerful diagramming tool that’s ready to grow. Our average install has over 700 users and we’ve been available for Data Center since Atlassian launched the hosting option in 2014.

Have Questions About Our Atlassian Apps?
Reach out to Andy Bryl at abryl@perforce.com

Start your free trial of Gliffy Diagrams for Confluence or Gliffy Diagrams for Jira on the Atlassian Marketplace.

www.gliffy.com
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